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We welcome friends and Family to celebrate the life of our mom Latrina
Smalls. The Greatest and still the Greatest. Nothing could ever take the place
of this wonderful superwoman. In a sense, she was a mother to many. One
who carried the weight of the world and still loved strong with a smile on her
face. A magnificent woman, indeed she was.

Allow me to refresh your minds and shed some insight on the origins of this
beautiful woman.

Latrina Rochelle Smalls age 44 of Queens formally of Bronx NY, and
Charleston, SC was born in Sydenham Hospital, in Harlem NY on September
16, 1972. Her boots stem from her mother, Mary Smalls and father James
Bishop, and her siblings Gloria Scott and Jamie.

Latrina raised 4 children, 3 who are grown men their names are Anthony,
Sincere, Malordd, and Damani.

“Trina” aka “Big Mama” or to her grandchildren “grandma berry” went to
live in South Carolina at the age of 4 and returned to New York at the age of
13. She attended Herman Riddle 98 School.

At the age of 16 she had her first child which moved her into adulthood.
Pushing through adversity, she used her intellect, whits and ambitious
attitude to excel and ascend to greater heights, while barring 3 more children.
Latrina was goal oriented with thoughts of success she worked her body to
the bone, her soul to its core and her mind until it was time. The most high
God witnessed the burden of this world on such a majestic Angel.

On April 10 Trina was admitted into critical care due to a buildup of blood
pressure in the brain which caused her to have an Aneurism. By April 13 she
was unable to breath on her own and was pronounced “non-functional”,
leading to our bereavement. She has touched so many hearts and souls that it
became such a focal point in her life. There are no words in the English
language that can express what she was to some, but the heart can continue to
remember and recognize the souls’ recognition of encounters with each other.

Latrina leaves to cherish her memories; her mother, Mary Smalls; 4 children
Anthony Smalls, Sincere Miller, Malordd Miller and Damani  Forbes;
grandmother Alice Smalls; aunts, Lavern Smalls and Beverly Bishop; cousins,
Nadia Kinlock, Kelly, and; 7 grandchildren, Ralph Deas, Harmonie Smalls,
Anthony Smalls, Jr., Tah’Jae Smalls, Sincere Miller, Jr., Syier Miller and the
one on the way Treasure Latrina Miller; other relatives and many friends.



The family wishes to express their deepest appreciation
and sincere thanks for all acts of kindness shown to

them in their time of sorrow.
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Remembering Someone Very Special
Time slips by and life goes on

But from our hearts you’re never gone.
We think about you always

We talk about you too.
We have so many memories but we wish

 we still had you
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